Norvell Sunless Spray Tan Instructions

24-48 HOURS BEFORE YOUR SESSION

EXFOLIATE. EXFOLIATE. EXFOLIATE.

Pre-session exfoliation is the first step to achieving flawless spray tanning results. It is best to clear away dry, dead skin cells with a sulfate-free scrub from Norvell. This will polish and prep the pH balance of the skin to keep orange undertones at bay.

Tips To Prep For The Perfect Tan

Avoid using bar soaps, high pH shower products or in-shower moisturizers. Be sure to complete any waxing, shaving or use of depilatory creams no later than 24 hours prior to your session.

DAY OF YOUR SESSION

PREPARE TO BRONZE

As you prepare for your Norvell sunless tan, be sure to wear loose fitting, dark clothing and no jewelry. Tight clothing can run or smear bronzers, especially around the knees, elbows, chest and waist. Before you head to your appointment, there are some important “don’ts” you won’t want to ignore. Deep penetration of the solution is key to a beautiful lasting color.

TIPS TO PREP FOR THE PERFECT TAN

Don’t create a sunless barrier by applying anything to the skin. Avoid applying lotions, creams or perfumes prior to your session. Even use deodorant sparingly. Don’t wear any makeup to your sunless tan appointment, if unavoidable, remove prior to your spray tan.

AFTER SESSION CARE

MOISTURIZE

Once dry, apply Post Sunless HydroFirm™ Moisturizing Spray to add moisture, seal sunless results and boost the DHA reaction. When showering after 24 hours, use pH Balancing Shower Cleanser.

Tips To Optimizing The Perfect Tan

Refrain from showering as long as possible, ideally for 24 hours. As with all DHA products, sunless color begins showing development approximately 4 hours post application and continues to darken for up to 24 hours. If you must shower before the 24 hours has lapsed, do so using a warm water rinse only. The use of soap can inhibit full development of DHA. Never fear, cosmetic surface bronzers will wash away during the first shower. Note :: Chlorine can cause premature fading of sunless results.
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HOME MAINTENANCE

MAKE IT LAST

Extend and build color between sessions with a daily application of Sunless Color Extender ProLong™ Moisturizer.

Tips To Touch Ups

For facial color renewal, try Bronzing 4-Faces™ for body color touch up, try any other Norvell Retail Product in the Bronze category.

ACHIEVE A PERFECT 10!

Norvell Self-Tanning Maintenance Systems

Take care! Norvell's Self-Tanning MAINTENANCE SYSTEM is an all-inclusive selection of products that incorporates the core four categories of sunless care – Prime, Bronze, Optimize, and Enhance. Thoughtfully combined to build a TSA sized travel set, this system is the culmination of top selling products that work synergistically to keep color impeccable.
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Sunless Spray Tanning Agreement

☐ 1. Using Paraben-Free Norvell® maintenance products will preserve the life and value of my skin and my sunless tan.

☐ 2. The product applied to my skin during my sunless application may have instant cosmetic bronzers. This color is only temporary and **WILL WASH OFF** during the first shower.

☐ 3. DHA is a clear ingredient and can take up to **24-hours** to fully develop. During this time it is important to refrain from moisture build-up on the skin. *i.e. swimming, rain, showering, sweating, massage & pedicures.*

☐ 4. If you must shower prior to the 24-hour waiting period, use a **warm water rinse only** to freshen up. **NOTE:** *this may lessen the overall results of your tan.*

☐ 5. Using bar soap or body soaps can strip away your sunless spray tan.

I understand the importance of the above steps and the information my technician has given me to achieve the perfect Norvell®, “**just off the beach color!™**”

---

**Signature**  

**Date**

---

**NORVELL**  
888.829.2831  
NorvellSunless.com  
*just off the beach color - everytime!*

---
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